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Abstract— Stereoscopic subtitle insertion is a fundamental and
essential element in stereoscopic film and TV industry. However,
little work has been dedicated to the optimal region selection
for stereoscopic subtitle insertion. In addition, there is no public
database reported for the performance evaluation of it. In this
paper, we build the first large-scale video database (TJU3D) for
stereoscopic video subtitle insertion, which includes 50 video
sequences with rich screen scenes. Compared with 2D subtitle
region selection, there are several problems we have to consider in
stereoscopic subtitle region selection: 1) the subtitle should avoid
depth cue collision and occlusion from objects in stereoscopic
video sequences; 2) the disparity value of the subtitle must be
minimized to reduce visual discomfort; and 3) the temporal
coherence constraint must be considered during region selection
for subtitles in video sequences. By considering these constraints,
we propose an optimal region selection algorithm for stereoscopic
subtitle insertion. First, we compute the disparity map of each
video frame in video sequences. For each frame, the optimal
position and disparity value of the subtitle are determined by
a subtitle region selection algorithm, which contains two parts
(i.e., the coarse selection and fine selection). After that, by consid-
ering the temporal consistency between adjacent frames, the posi-
tion and disparity value of each frame are further classified and
processed in order to avoid the subtitle jitter. We evaluate the
proposed method on TJU3D video database through two visual
discomfort prediction metrics and one subjective experiment.
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
we also validate the performance of the proposed method on video
comfort assessment database, i.e., IEEE-SA Stereo Database.
Experimental results demonstrate that the visual discomfort is
greatly reduced when using the proposed method compared with
the basic method.

Index Terms— Stereoscopic subtitle, visual discomfort, subtitle
insertion, subjective evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THREE dimensional (3D) stereoscopic multimedia ser-
vices greatly increase the immersive experience by
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enabling depth perception. During recent years, 3D display
technology has received much attention and been widely
used in various areas [1]–[3]. Meanwhile, safety and health
problems occur during 3D content viewing for some observers,
e.g., eyestrain, nausea, and headache. The visual discom-
fort from 3D stereoscopic images can be caused by various
factors, such as the excessive disparity, accommodation and
vergence (AV) conflict, windows violation, geometrical dis-
tortions, and rapid disparity changes [4]–[9].

Since any content in stereoscopic video sequences might
induce visual discomfort, we have to consider the visual
discomfort from subtitle insertion in stereoscopic video
sequences. In video sequences, the subtitles serve as linguistic
approximation of visual content. They are used for observers
to understand the video content better with additional infor-
mation or a textural translation of the audio track [10].
However, the characteristics of subtitles, including character
size, font and position, have great influence on the quality of
experience (QoE) during video sequence viewing [11], [12].
Currently, researchers have begun to investigate the influence
of subtitle’s characteristic on QoE. Yeh and Lee [13] explored
the influence of the character size, font and position on QoE
in watching 2D videos. Davoudi et al. [14] proposed a fuzzy
system to improve the QoE by coloring the subtitle. Compared
with 2D video, more attention should be paid during the
subtitle insertion for 3D stereoscopic video. On the one hand,
there is depth perception for the objects in 3D visual scenes,
and thus, the subtitle should avoid depth cue collision and
occlusion. On the other hand, the distance between subtitle
and screen plane requires to be minimized to reduce visual
discomfort. Lambooij et al. [12] explored the impact of subti-
tles on visual discomfort of 3D video sequence. The subjective
experimental results in that study demonstrate that the subtitles
regarded as the secondary salient region by viewers can reduce
the visual discomfort. Wan et al. [15] conducted a subjective
experiment to explore the approximation depth value for
subtitle insertion in 3D video sequence. The experimental
results in that study reveal that the disparity of subtitles should
not be larger than the disparity of the nearest object to the
viewer by two pixels in the 3D visual scene for a good viewing
experience.

Although researchers have begun to realize the significance
of the 3D subtitles in stereoscopic display. However, these
attempts are far from sufficient to construct perfect stereo-
scopic display systems. Horizontal disparity is regarded as the
main factor that causes visual discomfort as well as the stereo
vision. Hence, from the perspective of discomfort reduction,
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3D subtitles should be inserted in a relatively comfortable
region. Currently, subtitles are always placed in the front
of the foremost objects to obtain exciting visual experience.
Unfortunately, it may cause visual discomfort for observers.
Besides, manual insertion costs too much time and is not
conductive to industrialized production. Thus, it is much
desired to design an effective algorithm for optimal region
selection to reduce visual discomfort.

In this paper, we propose an optimal region selection algo-
rithm for 3D subtitles by considering visual discomfort. First,
we optimize the position and disparity value of subtitle for
each frame in video sequences by an automatic subtitle region
selection method. Then, considering the temporal consistency
between adjacent frames, the position and disparity value of
each frame are further classified and processed to avoid the
subtitle jitter. The visual discomfort degree of inserted subtitle
is evaluated by two objective visual discomfort assessment
schemes. Furthermore, we have conducted a subjective test to
validate the performance of the proposed method. Experimen-
tal results show the promising performance of the proposed
method. In sum, the major contributions of this study are listed
as follows.

1) We build a 3D video database (namely TJU3D Video
Database), composed of 50 video sequences with various
visual content, for optimal region selection of stereo-
scopic subtitles. In this database, each video sequence
contains both negative and positive disparities. In partic-
ular, the disparities of most video sequences are beyond
comfort threshold to study where to put the subtitles in
these cases. We also conduct three subjective experiments
to explore the influence of subtitle positions on viewing
experience. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first database for performance evaluation of 3D subtitle
insertion in this research area.

2) We propose an automatic subtitle region selection
algorithm for subtitle insertion in stereoscopic video
sequences. First, the operations of coarse selection and
fine selection are implemented for each video frame.
In addition, the subtitle positions are further classified and
the disparity values are processed to avoid jitter with the
consideration of temporal consistency.

3) We apply two different visual discomfort assessment
schemes, i.e., Neural 3D-VDP [16] and comfort func-
tion [17], as well as a subjective experiment to evaluate
the visual discomfort of inserted subtitles. Through com-
prehensive validations, we show that the optimal region
selection algorithm for subtitle insertion indeed reduces
the visual discomfort. The proposed method provides
a reference for stereoscopic film or television program
production.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the background and analysis for the research work.
Section III presents the subjective experiments in details.
Section IV shows the proposed optimal region selection algo-
rithm for subtitle insertion in stereoscopic video sequences.
The experimental results and analysis of the proposed method
are described in section V. The final section provides the
concluding remarks for this research work.

II. RELATED WORK

This section contains two subsections. In the first subsec-
tion, we give a brief review of recent works in region/position
selection for 3D subtitles. The problems that should be con-
sidered during the region selection are highlighted and the
limitations of previous works are also analyzed. In the second
subsection, we describe the visual discomfort assessment
methods and their feasibility of applications in the evaluation
of subtitle discomfort.

A. Region/Position Selection for 3D Subtitle Insertion

In the literature, there is little investigation into
region/position selection for 3D subtitle insertion.
Wan et al. [15] conducted a subjective experiment to explore
the optimal depth distance between the foremost object and
subtitle. Sixty 3D subtitled sequences (15 videos × 4 subtitles)
without in-depth motion were used in the experiment. Twenty-
five observers participated in the experiment and marked
the score from 1 to 5, corresponding bad depth position to
excellent depth position. The experimental results reflect that
subjective score decreases as the increment of disparity range
in depth direction. Meanwhile, the subtitle disparity should
be shorter than two pixels for better viewing experience.
Lambooij et al. [12] selected two 3D video sequences to
study the influence of subtitle on visual discomfort. Forty
participants were involved in the subjective experiments. The
experimental results show that, when the depth discontinuities
exist in video sequences, the subtitle could be treated as
the second salient region. Human beings are more interested
in salient object [18], [19]. As much attention is paid to
the subtitle, the visual discomfort caused by scene change
reduces.

In [15], the disparity range of the selected 3D video
sequences was produced as small as possible within the
comfort zone. Meanwhile, there is no depth motion in all the
used video sequences, which is inconsistent with the natural
scenes. However, in order to pursue a better visual effect,
the movie producer always sets the objects outside the screen.
If subtitles are placed in the front of the foremost object,
their disparities may exceed the comfort threshold. As a result,
it may cause visual discomfort as well as occlusion of object
of interest. Taking Fig. 1 (a) as an example, the disparity
of bottom subtitle region (marked by red box) is −2.12°.
If subtitles are placed in the front of the foremost object,
the disparity of subtitles is larger than −2.12° which leads
to serious visual discomfort. In addition, if only a portion of
the disparity map is beyond the discomfort threshold in all
subtitle region, the visual discomfort would also be induced by
using Wan’s metric [15]. Inspired by the fact that the subtitle
region can be regarded as the second salient region, the subtitle
should be presented on relatively comfortable region. When
the subtitle is placed on the comfort region where the disparity
value is in the comfort zone, the visual discomfort would
greatly reduce, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Besides, the subtitle
can also be presented on the top subtitle region in the case
that there is no suitable region in the bottom subtitle region,
as shown in Fig. 1 (c).
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Fig. 1. Examples for subtitle insertion: (a) on the bottom with large disparity
value; (b) on the comfort region with small disparity value; (c) on the top
with small disparity value.

As analyzed above, the discomfort assessment of 3D sub-
titles is still limited to place the subtitle on the bottom of
screen. Moreover, there is no study investigating to automat-
ically estimate the optimal region for 3D subtitle insertion in
stereoscopic video sequences.

B. Visual Discomfort Assessment and Analysis

Recently, there are many 3D visual discomfort metrics
proposed in the literature [20]–[23]. However, most of them
are developed for evaluating the visual discomfort of stereo-
scopic images. They are not designed specifically for visual
discomfort evaluation of subtitle insertion in stereoscopic
video sequences. The success of these algorithms is greatly
dependent on the disparity richness for discomfort represen-
tation, such as statistical features [24], [25] and stimulus
width [26]. On the contrary, all the letters in 3D subtitle
have the same disparity values. Hence, these metrics are not
suitable for 3D subtitle discomfort evaluation. Since the 3D
subtitle visual discomfort is mainly induced by AV conflicts,
we can reasonably draw lessons from the image discomfort
assessment metrics, dependent on single disparity, to 3D
subtitle discomfort assessment.

Since the stereo vision is mainly based on binocular
disparity and processing of special visual path, it can achieve
good performance via stimulating the procedure of stereo
vision processing [27]. The detailed neural mechanism of the
binocular disparity processing can be referred to [28] and [29].
Compared with other cortical areas, such as areas
V1 and V4 [30], the area MT plays a major role in
the subsequent horizontal disparity processing and depth
perception in the visual path [31]. As the MT is related to
the guidance of convergence eye movement, it can be used in
the depth perception. Inspired by these perceptual theories,
Park et al. [16] proposed an effective visual discomfort
predictor (named Neural 3D-VDP) by using the neural
activity of area MT during the processing of binocular
disparity as visual discomfort prediction feature. Formally,
the neural activity features used in the predictor can be
described as:

fi = E[ri ]
Rmax

, i = {1, 2, 3, · · · , 13} (1)

where i is the neuron number, Rmax is the maximum MT
neuron response, E[ri ] is the expected mean firing rate. The
MT neuron response tuning functions can be modeled as:

Ri (d) = Ri
0 + Ai · e

−0.5((d−d0)2

σ2
i

) · cos(2π fi (d − di
0) + �i )

(2)

where d is the horizontal disparity; Ri
0 is the baseline response,

Ai is the amplitude of the Gaussian kernel; σi is the width
of the Gaussian; di

0 is the center of the Gaussian; fi is the
frequency and �i is the phase. The expected mean firing
rates, E[ri ], can be obtained by horizontal disparity probability
distribution, P[d], and the tuning function:

E[ri ] =
∑

d

P[d] · Ri (d) (3)

Given a stereoscopic pair, it can be transformed into feature
vector ( fi , i = {1, 2, · · · , 13}) by feeding its disparity values
into Eq. (1). Then, the Neural 3D-VDP model is trained by
support vector regression (SVR), which builds the relationship
between the feature vector and subjective opinion scores [32].
Given that all the letters in 3D subtitle have the same disparity
value, we can take the disparity value as the input of Neural
3D-VDP model. Then the degree of visual discomfort is
predicted as the output of the trained model. Therefore, we can
reasonably employ Neural 3D-VDP model as a tool for visual
discomfort evaluation of 3D subtitles. In addition to disparity,
the visual discomfort of stereo image can also be induced by
other factors, such as spatial Fourier energy [33], crosstalk [34]
and vertical disparity [35], [36]. Perrin [17] designed a comfort
function based on spatial frequency and horizontal disparity.
It can be formulated as:

C(d, s) = α(d − d0 − ksk′
) (4)

where s is the spatial frequency of images. α, d0, k and k ′
are the constants with values of −0.01, 18.9, 221.1 and 0.74,
respectively [17]. As can be seen from Eq. 4, it is not difficult
to find that Perrin’s metric relies on two variables. Compared
to 3D image, the 3D subtitle has simpler characteristics, such
as small spatial frequency, same disparity value. Moreover,
the visual discomfort of 3D subtitle is mainly induced by
horizontal disparity. Therefore, Perrin’s method is a good
choice for discomfort evaluation of 3D subtitles. Specifically,
since the subtitles have the same texture and similar spatial
frequency, their spatial frequency can be set to a constant.
In such case, the visual discomfort score of Perrin’s method
mainly relies on the horizontal disparity. Based on the above
discussion, both two metrics (i.e., Neural 3D-VDP and Perrin’s
method) can be used for discomfort evaluation of 3D subtitles.

In this paper, we propose a novel optimal region selec-
tion algorithm for 3D subtitle insertion by taking the visual
discomfort into account. First, a 3D video database with
various visual scenes and large range of disparities is con-
structed to evaluate the visual discomfort of inserted subtitles.
Then, three subjective experiments are conducted to explore
the approximate subtitle region. Subsequently, an automatic
subtitle insertion algorithm is designed to select the most
comfortable region for the subtitle insertion on each video
frame. Finally, the subtitle positions of all video frames are
analyzed and reorganized to form the video subtitle. We use
two metrics of visual discomfort assessment to conduct the
comparison experiments as well as a subjective evaluation.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed automatic
optimal region selection algorithm greatly reduces the visual
discomfort of inserted subtitles.
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Fig. 2. Example images from the TJU3D Video Database. To better present
in the text, only the left view of the first frame in video is given.

III. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION: A BENCHMARK

In this section, we introduce the constructed 3D database,
subjective experiment of subtitle insertion, and data analy-
sis of the subjective experiment. Specifically, the subjective
experiment of subtitle insertion is conducted to explore the
suitable region for subtitle insertion, while the subjective data
is analyzed to summarize the optional region for subtitle
insertion in terms of top, bottom and depth directions.

A. TJU3D Database

In order to create a benchmarking for 3D subtitle inser-
tion, we build a 3D video database, namely, TJU3D video
database. Totally, it includes 50 stereo video pairs with a
high-definition (HD) resolution (1920×1080 pixels), captured
by JVC GS-TD1BAC stereo camera. The video sequences
in this database contain various natural visual scenes with
highly diverse disparity values. During the video acquisition,
the stereo camera was placed horizontally to reduce vertical
disparity. Some example images chosen in video sequences are
shown in Fig. 2. The optical flow [37] is used to compute the
disparity under the consideration that the horizontal disparity
can be estimated as the ‘motion vector’ between the left and
right images. Table I lists the detailed information about the
video sequences in this database.

Currently, there are two frequently used 3D video
databases, namely IEEE-SA Stereo Database [38] and
NAMA3DS1_COSPAD1 [39]. Compared to these existing
public databases, there are two unique features for the
built database in this study. First, NAMA3DS1_COSPAD1,
whose quality is degraded with various levels, is mainly
used for quality assessment rather than visual discomfort
assessment. On the contrary, the video sequences in TJU3D
video database, encoded in MPEG4 format with the frame rate
of 30, are built specifically for visual discomfort assessment.

TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OF TJU3D VIDEO DATABASE

Second, compared to IEEE-SA Stereo Database, there is no
camera shake, which might affect the viewing comfort, for
the video sequences in TJU3D video database. In addition,
it contains complex scenes with many objects out of the screen
beyond the comfort threshold.

B. Subjective Experiment of Subtitle Insertion

In 2D video sequences, the subtitles are usually inserted
on the bottom of the screen. However, this method is inade-
quate for 3D subtitle insertion. As mentioned in Section II,
the AV conflict in 3D video sequence is the main reason
that causes visual discomfort. If subtitles are inserted in a
fixed region (e.g., the bottom of the screen), the disparity
value might be large to keep the subtitles in the front of the
foremost object. In this case, it induces large visual discomfort.
Therefore, we should place the 3D subtitles in optional regions
rather than only one fixated region in order to reduce visual
discomfort. Nevertheless, no work has been conducted to
explore the optional regions for subtitle insertion. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to investigate optimal
regions for 3D subtitle insertion and explore the regularity of
subtitle’s position on affection degree.

In this experiment, we first consider two cases for optional
region selection: top subtitle region selection and bottom
subtitle region selection, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Top subtitle
region selection means the case of selecting the optional region
on the top of the screen, while bottom subtitle region selection
means the case of selecting the optional region on the bottom
of the screen. Then, we design another experiment for subtitle
disparity value selection compared to the foremost object
in 3D scene. The depth subtitle region selection is used to
explore the favorite disparity value of 3D subtitle compared to
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Fig. 3. Example images from the first frame of experiment stimuli, (a) top region selection, (b) bottom region selection and (c) depth region selection.

the foremost object in depth direction. Ten 3D video sequences
with the duration time of 10s selected from TJU3D Video data-
base were chosen as the experimental stimuli. All the disparity
values are uniformly distributed without drastic change in each
video. As both the cases of top and bottom subtitle region
selection can be implemented in 2D videos, only the left views
of 3D video sequences are used to conduct the experiments.
For top subtitle region selection, the position changes from 1

36
to 9

36 of image height, HI , in vertical direction with the step

of 1
36 HI . For bottom subtitle region selection, the position

changes from 27
36 to 35

36 HI in vertical direction with the step of
1

36 HI . In subtitle disparity value selection, the initial disparity
value of subtitle is the same with the minimum disparity value
of the video frames. The other disparity values decrease in the
step of 0.071° in depth direction. Note that, all the subtitles
are centered in the horizontal direction (i.e., placed on the 1

2 of
image width, WI , in the horizontal direction). Fig. 3 visualizes
the example images from the first frame of experiment stimuli.
In order to facilitate the viewing of the sentence in the image,
we rewrite the sentence below the image.

The subjective experiments were conducted in the experi-
ment environment with ordinary illumination level. The view-
ing distance was set as three times of the screen height
according to the guideline of ITU-R BT.500 [40] and ITU-R
1438 [41]. All video sequences were displayed on a 23 inch
LG2343P monitor with the resolution of 1920×1080 pixels.
Twenty-two naive observers (10 female and 12 male) aged
from 20 to 26 participated in the experiments. Before the
depth subtitle region selection experiment, 3D vision test was
conducted to verify the subjective abilities to view stereo-
scopic content. Single-stimulus (SS) method was employed
to conduct the subjective experiment and all the stimuli were

randomly presented by E-prime software [42]. Each test video
sequence was presented for 10 seconds, and then participants
were given 5 seconds to assess the QoE of the subtitle
positions with a mild-grey image. The rating scores range from
1 to 100, where 1 denotes the worst perceptual experience
and 100 denotes the best. To reduce the accumulated visual
fatigue, participants were encouraged to take a break every
30 video sequences. The three experiments were arranged at
three different days to reduce the learning effect.

C. Subjective Data Analysis

After the subjective experiment, we eliminate the abnormal
data and analyze the experimental data. In this experiment,
the Grubbs algorithm is adopted to eliminate the abnormal
data. The standard deviation was first calculated as:

S =
√√√√ 1

n − 1

n∑

j=1

(x j − x)2 (5)

where n is the number of sample data, x j is the j -th value
after sorting, x is the mean value. The Grubbs operators can
be expressed as:

G j =
{

(x j − x)/S, i f j > 1

(x − x0)/S, i f j = 1
(6)

The G1−α , where α equals to 0.05 in this study, can be checked
in Grubbs test table. If G j > G1−α, x j is labeled as the
abnormal value. The subjective data is identified as the outlier
when more than 30 percent of the data is labeled as abnormal
value. After abnormal data elimination, the final quality for
each video sequence is computed as the average of subjective
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the proposed optimal region selection method.

values, namely the mean opinion score (MOS). The perfor-
mance of individual subject can be evaluated by computing the
correlation coefficients between subjective ratings and MOS
values for each video set. Two commonly used performance
measures (i.e., Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC)
and Spearmans Rand-order Correlation Coefficient (SRCC))
are employed as the evaluation criteria. The higher PLCC
and SROCC values, the better performance of prediction
is [43], [44]. Through analysis, we find that the subjects
perform quite consistently with relatively lower variations for
different video sequences.

D. Subjective Experiment Summation

After the abnormal value elimination by the method in
Part C, the remaining values with the same video are further
analyzed. First, we compare the MOS values among different
positions in the same subtitle region (e.g., the top subtitle
region). Second, we also calculate the statistical significance
among the MOS values of video sequences with different sub-
title positions. For this purpose, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
is used to investigate the main effects of subtitle position. The
test is conducted at 5% significance level, where p < 0.05
means that MOS values are not significantly equivalent. The
ANOVA test was conducted separately on each region selec-
tion result, i.e., top region, bottom region and depth region.

As expected, the subtitle position has influence on the
degree of viewing experience. To be specific, the MOS exhibits
the maximum value on the position of 1

12 HI and 11
12 HI in

top and bottom subtitle region selection, respectively. Then,
the MOS value slowly gets smaller on both sides of the
maximum value. In addition, the MOS exhibits higher value
in depth region selection experiment when the disparity value
is 0.071° or 0.141° smaller than that of the foremost object.
Moreover, based on the statistical results, there is significant
influence for QoE with the subtitle position in the top, bottom
and depth region selection with p < 0.01. Therefore, consider-
ing the viewing experience, we stipulate that the top (bottom)
subtitle region ranges from 5.6% (88.9%) to 11.1% (94.4%)

in the vertical direction and contain all the regions in the
horizontal direction. Besides, the favorite value of subtitle
disparity is 0.106° smaller than that of the foremost object
in the depth direction.

IV. PROPOSED OPTIMAL REGION SELECTION METHOD

The proposed optimal region selection method for stereo-
scopic subtitle insertion is depicted as Fig. 4. It mainly
includes comfort region selection, temporal position selec-
tion and disparity value integration. Particularly, the comfort
region selection is composed of coarse region selection and
fine region selection. Considering the temporal coherence,
the temporal position and disparity value integration are further
separated into two portions, region classification and position
integration.

A. Comfort Region Selection

1) Coarse Selection: The main goal of the coarse selection
is to preselect the disparity value and position of subtitle from
the optional subtitle region (�). In this paper, we stipulate
both bottom and top subtitle regions, determined by subjec-
tive experiments in Section III-D, as the optional regions.
Since the disparity values vary greatly in the optional region,
we divide the optional region into many small candidate
subtitle regions (O), whose sizes are the same as that of
subtitle text, and analyze each candidate subtitle region indi-
vidually to validate whether this region is suitable for subtitle
insertion. Fig. 5 depicts the schematic diagram of coarse region
selection. For each candidate subtitle region, we firstly judge
whether the region meets the conditions and suits for subtitle
insertion. Formally, for the candidate subtitle region, the mean
value of the disparity values is first computed as:

μ = 1

K

K∑

k=1

μk (7)

where μk is the disparity value of k-th pixel in the candidate
subtitle region, K is the number of pixels. Then the standard
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of subtitle region, (a) optional subtitle regions
and (b) procedure of coarse region selection.

Fig. 6. Flowchart of candidate disparity value selection.

deviation is calculated as:

δ =
√√√√ 1

K − 1

K∑

k=1

(μk − μ) (8)

The disparity value is treated as an outlier if it is not in the
range [μ − δ, μ + δ]. A region can be declared as a qualified
region only if the ratio between the numbers of outlier and
all the pixels are less than 0.1 under the basis that the mean
value is not beyond the comfort threshold.

If the region is preliminary judged as the suitable region,
then, a further inspection is required to determine the candidate
disparity for subtitle insertion. Fig. 6 gives the flowchart of
candidate disparity value selection for candidate region. It can
be depicted as following steps:

1) We sort all the disparity values in O in ascending order.
2) The disparity values, T , which are larger than the

disparity value in the Ls -th place of the resort disparity
values, are selected to further inspection. Specifically,
if the minimum value (VMinT ) of T is within comfort
zone, CZ (i.e., ±1° [45]), it is selected as candidate
disparity value. Then perform the Step 4. Otherwise,
perform the Step 3. Note that, as the subtitle should be
inserted in the front of object, its comfort zone should be
modified as [−| − 1 − |m||, 1 − |m|].

3) The Ls is updated by adding J . Then, we execute Step 2
again. The region O is abandoned when no candidate
disparity value is obtained during the Ls changing from
Lowlim to U plim.

4) According whether the candidate disparity value
is obtained, region O is determined whether to

insert subtitle. Moreover, each qualified candidate region
selects one candidate disparity value for subtitle insertion.
In this paper, the values of Lowlim, Uplim and J , are set to
0.3, 0.6 and 0.1 empirically; m is set to be 0.106 according
to the subtitle disparity selection experiment, described
in Section III-B.

All the candidate subtitle regions (O) are processed using
the above procedure in the step of 20 pixels from the upper
left to the lower right (as shown in Fig. 5(b)) with two
considerations, computation complexity reduction and candi-
date disparity value reduction. Then, the candidate disparity
values from the qualified regions are sorted in ascending order.
In order to reduce the AV conflicts, candidate disparity values
with smaller distances from zero disparity are selected prefer-
entially as the final candidate disparity value, fm . In addition,
fm is with the high frequency among all the candidate disparity
values.

2) Fine Selection: The purpose of fine selection is to
determine the position and disparity value of subtitles more
accurately on the basis of the coarse selection. First, all
the coordinates with the final candidate disparity value are
pricked down. Then, all the subtitle regions centered on the
chosen coordinates with width W and height H are selected.
W and H are the height and width of the inserted subtitle,
respectively. For the selected subtitle region, the statistical
procedure mentioned in coarse selection phase is conducted
to determine the disparity value. As a result, we can obtain
an optimal disparity value for each selected subtitle region.
Given that observers are more likely to view the subtitles
placed in the middle of the horizontal direction of screen,
the coordinate (xco, yco) of subtitle is determined by the
following two conditions:

xco = argmin
pεX

‖p − Xc‖2 (9)

yco = argmin
qεY

‖q − Yc‖2 (10)

where Xc and Yc are the optimal locations in the video frame
which are ascertained by subjective experiments with values
33
36 HI and 1

2 WI , (discussed in Section V-C), respectively.
X and Y are the coordinate sets with the optimal disparity
value for each selected subtitle region. Meanwhile, the dis-
parity of subtitle is defined as ( fd − 0.106°), where fd is
the optimal disparity in the selected region of coordinate
(xco, yco). In such case, the subtitle region satisfies the
demands of discomfort reduction and basic viewing habits.

B. Temporal Consistency for Subtitle Insertion

Due to the similarity of adjacent frames, we have to con-
sider temporal coherence between consecutive frames when
integrating the subtitle position and disparity value. This
section contains two parts, region classification and position
integration.

1) Region Classification: As discussed in Section IV,
the frame, which is not suitable for subtitles insertion,
is labeled as none subtitle frame. Since the consecutive
frames has consistence characteristic, the subtitles disparity of
adjacent frames may also be close to discomfort threshold.
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Fig. 7. Two operations in Region Classification, (a) transitional window
arrangement and (b) classification of top and bottom regions.

To further reduce visual discomfort and avoid the subtitle
disappearing suddenly, a transitional window Wa is arranged
on both sides of the none subtitle frame, as shown in Fig. 7(a).
Specifically, for the t-th video frame without subtitle in the
video sequence, the clip centered on the t-th video frame with
number of Wa frames are also demarcated as none subtitle
clip. Besides, the subtitle can be inserted both on the top and
bottom of the frame using the proposed method. Since the
disparity information changes quickly in the video sequence,
( fd −0.106°), the subtitle positions might change frequently in
bottom and top regions. To address this problem, we classify
the regions as top and bottom regions and then analyze them
individually for better presentation. In practice, the subtitles
with the same contents must be lasted for more than the
minimum value Wmin for better viewing experience in video
sequences. Generally, for each subtitle region, the consecutive
frames with the same region category should be extended to
minimum value if it is less than Wmin , as shown in Fig. 7(b).
In order to obtain good viewing experience, the values of Wa

and Wmin are set as 30 and 30 empirically, respectively.
2) Position Integration: Although the region selection

indeed reduces the visual discomfort, some new problems
arise unfortunately. In the proposed method, we aim to reduce
the visual discomfort by finding the optimal region with
smaller AV conflicts. As the disparity contents are different,
the subtitle position changes from frame to frame using the
proposed method. That may induce the visual discomfort. How
to unify the positions of subtitles between consecutive frames
is indeed a serious problem. If the subtitle positions for all
frames in a video sequence are set to be a constant, the similar
problem will occur as the basic method. Fortunately, with
the improvement of the film production technology, the scene
duration has declined from ca. 15s to ca. 3s [46], leading
to highly similar characteristics in the similar visual scene.

Therefore, the subtitle positions and disparity values are sim-
ilar in one scene. In this study, we reorganize the subtitle
positions in unit of visual scene, where the video frames
have similar content and disparity distribution. For a scene,
the position of subtitle is further analyzed in unit of category
if it has two categories defined as in Region Classification.
Generally speaking, for a certain range area with the same
category, the final subtitle position, (xs, ys), is determined by
the median values of both vertical and horizontal coordinates.

(xs, ys) = median(X f ) (11)

where X f is the subtitle coordinate sets in the same region
category, e.g., top subtitle region. Meanwhile, the disparity
value, Vds , is denoted as the minimum subtitle value of all the
frames in this area with the same category.

Vds = argmin(V f ) (12)

where V f is the disparity value set in the same region category.
Since we aim to design an optimal subtitle region selection
algorithm in this study, how to determine the duration of scene
is not discussed here. It can be manually marked or automat-
ically marked by certain algorithm [47], [48].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the experiment setup of 3D subtitle insertion
is firstly introduced. Then, the performance of the proposed
region selection algorithm on the aspect of reducing the
visual discomfort is analyzed by two existing objective metrics
as well as a subjective experiment. For this task, we test
the proposed method on IEEE-SA Stereo Database [38] and
TJU3D Video database.

A. Experimental Setup

The IEEE-SA Stereo Database contains two parts, namely
Vesion1 and Vesion2. There are 17 indoor scenes and
24 outdoor scenes in Vesion1 and 9 indoor scenes and
14 outdoor scenes in Vesion2. Throughout analysis,
we observe that this database also contains visual scenes that
easily induce visual discomfort. It seems meaningful to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method on it even though it
is specifically built for video comfort assessment. According
to the disparity distribution, we divided it into three types,
screen-in scenes, half screen-in scenes, and screen-out scenes.
The screen-in scenes are the ones where most image contents
are presented in the screen and no disparity exceeds the
comfort zone. The half screen-in scene is defined as that
where most image content is presented on both sides of
the screen with smaller disparity values and no disparity
exceeds the comfort zone. The screen-out scene is defined as
that where the disparity exceeds the comfort zone. 40 video
sequences are chosen from three types in total. Similarly,
the TJU3D Video database was also divided into these three
categories.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to select
optimal region for subtitle insertion in 3D video sequences
and there is no other specialized visual discomfort prediction
metric for it. Here, we regard subtitle insertion in front of
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD AND COMPLETING METRIC ON TJU3D VIDEO DATABASE

the foremost objects as the basic method, which is used as
the baseline for comparison experiment. The visual discomfort
of inserted subtitles is evaluated using Neural 3D-VDP and
comfort function. Since the Neural 3D-VDP was obtained by
training IEEE-SA Image Database, its performance may be
changed as the training data changes. In order to preserve the
same performance, the model was trained by using IEEE-SA
Image Database [49] with the same operation in [16].

In order to further validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we conduct another subjective test. Twenty subjects,
from twenty to thirty years old, participated in the subjective
evaluation. The experimental environment and preparation
work are the same as Section III-B. For a video, it was inserted
with subtitles using both basic and the proposed methods.
Then, the generated video pairs with subtitles by these two
methods were presented to the subjects successively in random
order. The subjects need to assess the uncomfortable degree
of inserted subtitles between two video sequences: “1: better”,
“0: equal” and “−1: worse”. Since the experiment comparison
is only conducted on each generated video pair with different
subtitles by these two methods, the experimental results would
not be affected by the duration time of video sequences.

B. Visual Discomfort Prediction

Since the disparity values of subtitles have been determined,
the degree of discomfort is predicted using the two metrics
mentioned above. Specifically, for Neural 3D-VDP method,
the model is firstly trained using IEEE-SA Image database.
Then, the disparity values of video sequence are converted
into angle unit and treated as the input of the model. As there
are two variables in the comfort function, the influence of
spatial frequency should be eliminated. Since the subtitle has

the same texture, the spatial frequency is low. Thus, we set it
with value of 1 cpd. The whole discomfort of subtitles in video
sequence is ultimately made up of the discomfort degree of
each frame. As larger disparity value induces more discomfort
degree, it should occupy a larger weight in summation. Hence,
the overall visual discomfort (VD) can be formulated as:

V D =
L∑

l=1

ωl · sl (13)

where ωl is the weight of the l-th frame in the video sequence
and it is determined by the absolute value of the disparity value
of subtitles of this video frame; sl is the predicted score of
l-th video frame using the discomfort assessment metric;
L is the number of video frame in the video sequence. For
simplicity, we renamed basic method and the proposed method
as ‘Basic’ and ‘Pro’, respectively.

C. Experimental Results

Tables II and III provide the performance of two visual
discomfort evaluation metrics on both 3D databases. For
simple expression, the screen-in scene, half screen-in scene
and screen-out scene are simplified as SI, HIS and SO,
respectively. Note that the higher predicted value corresponds
to the higher visual comfort.

From these two Tables, it can be observed that there is
little difference between the performance of the basic method
and the proposed method in terms of screen-in scenes and
half screen-in scenes. The reasons are explained as follows.
On the one hand, the image contents of screen-in scenes are
in the screen or near the screen plane where is comfortable.
The subtitles could be arranged in a position with smaller
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD AND COMPLETING METRIC ON IEEE-SA STEREO DATABASE

Fig. 8. Comfort score of different subtitle insertion regions, (a) basic method
with 1.71 and (b) the proposed method with 2.01.

disparity value. Thus, no automatic region search is required
to reduce visual discomfort, leading to the subtitle position
similar with the basic method. On the other hand, for the
half screen-in scenes, the automatic region search is also
unnecessary. As there is no disparity beyond the comfort
threshold, the subtitle disparity value also does not exceed the
threshold. In order to meet the viewing habits, the subtitles
are presented in the middle of the bottom subtitle region as
the same as the basic method.

However, the results have changed dramatically with respect
to the screen-out scenes. It can be intuitively observed that the
visual discomfort of the automatically inserted 3D subtitles is
greatly reduced compared to the basic method. The rational
explanation of this can be summarized as follows. Firstly,
adaptive selection region for subtitle insertion, to a great
extent, reduces the AV conflicts. Fig. 8 depicts the differences
between the basic method and the proposed adaptive method.
Fig. 8 (a) is the frame inserted by traditional method with com-
fort score 1.71, while Fig. 8 (b) is processed by the proposed
method with comfort score 2.01. In basic method, the subtitle
is inserted directly in the front of the foremost objects,
which may exceed the comfort threshold and cause visual
discomfort. On the contrary, the proposed method selects the
optimal region with less AV conflicts. Therefore, it reduces the
visual discomfort to a certain. Secondly, two optional subtitle
regions (top and bottom subtitle regions) are provided for

Fig. 9. Subtitle insertion region selection using different methods, (a) basic
method and (b) the proposed method.

subtitle insertion. The proposed method tests the feasibility
of inserting subtitles in the two regions successfully. If the
bottom subtitle region is not suitable for subtitle insertion,
then the top region is considered. In Fig. 9(a), the disparity
value in bottom region is sufficiently large to insert the subtitle.
Thus, the subtitle should be inserted on the top region for
sematic expression and visual discomfort reduction, as shown
in Fig. 9(b). Thirdly, the proposed method can automatically
determine whether to insert subtitles or not. If both optional
regions are not suitable for subtitle insertion, then, the video
frame is defined as none subtitle frame. As a result, the visual
discomfort would not be induced in this video frame in view
of no subtitle insertion. In this case, the visual discomfort is
avoided. Last but not the least, the interpolation of interim
window for none subtitle frame further reduces the visual
discomfort for these video frames. Since more video frames
do not require subtitle insertion, the total visual discomfort
score is determined by weighted summation of the remaining
frames. On the contrary, the basic method needs to summary
all the video frames together.

Fig. 10 shows the subjective comparison results for visual
discomfort on two databases. In these figures, the x-axis
represents the video sequence index and the y-axis repre-
sents their corresponding mean values of all the subjective
scores. From Fig. 10, we can intuitively observe that both the
basic and proposed methods obtain the similar performance
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Fig. 10. Mean subjective scores of the inserted subtitles on (a) TJU3D
database and (b) IEEE-SA Stereo Database.

on HSI and SI scenes, while the performance changes dra-
matically in terms of SO scenes. Specifically, the proposed
method reduces the discomfort of the inserted subtitles. More-
over, we also find some detailed information from these
figures. First, small fluctuations exist in terms of HSI and SI
scenes. This phenomenon may be attributed to that subjects
might not clearly distinguish the difference between the two
subtitle-inserted video sequences if the difference is sufficient
small. Second, parts of the SO scenes receive low scores
(e.g., the video 36 obtains 0.6). The reason is that some
judgement mistakes are easily caused when the task becomes
difficult. Specifically, according to the parameter setting in
this article (the video duration is mostly longer than 10s
and the video shot duration is 2s), one video can be divided
into 5 video shorts (obtained as the merchant between video
duration and video shot duration). For the simple scene, most
video shots have the same or similar subtitle positions. On the
contrary, the position of subtitle changes frequently when the
video content is complex. Therefore, it increases the difficulty
of task, leading to the judgement mistakes. This phenomenon
would be reduced when it meets the true film scene, whose
video shot ranges from ca. 15s to ca. 3s [46].

D. Impact of Temporal Coherence

As discussed in the manuscript, the operation of temporal
coherence helps to reduce the visual discomfort of 3D subtitle.
In this section, we conduct an additional subjective experiment
to investigate the impact of the temporal coherence. Since
the temporal coherence contains two components, i.e., region

Fig. 11. Mean subjective scores of the proposed method with/without certain
operation (a) Region Classification (b) Position Integration.

classification and position integration, we separately test
their impact on visual discomfort reduction. Moreover,
the validation of region classification’s impact requires video
sequences, which is inserted with both top and bottom subtitle
by the proposed method. For this purpose, the video sequences
(007, 011, 016, 034, Street-market2, Street-market6,
Basketball1, Metro3) are chosen for the subjective
experiments. To test the impact of region classification,
each video sequence is processed twice (with and without the
operation of region classification) using the proposed method.
Because the subtitle is usually inserted on the bottom of
image, we only insert subtitle on the bottom of video frame
in the case without region classification. That is, the subtitle
inserted on the top region is changed to bottom region. With
this operation, the subtitle disparity value becomes smaller
and induce larger AV conflict. Similarly, to test the impact
of position integration, each video was processed twice (with
and without the operation of position integration) using
the proposed method. The generated video pairs processed
in the case with/without certain operation (i.e., region
classification or position integration) were presented to the
subjects in random order. The experiment procedure is
described as bellow.

Twenty subjects were involved in the subjective experiment,
whose setup is the same as that in Section III-B. The subjects
were asked to assess the uncomfortable degree of inserted
subtitles for these two video sequences with the following
ratings: “1: better”, “0: equal” and “−1: worse”. Note that,
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for exploring any components impact, the other component is
normally processed based on the operation in Section IV-B.
Fig. 11 depicts the experimental results. In these figures,
the x-axis represents the video sequence index and the
y-axis represents their corresponding mean values of all the
subjective scores. Theoretically, the mean value of subjective
scores ranges from −1 to 1, where −1 (1) denotes the visual
discomfort increasing (declining) when the video sequence is
processed with the specific operation (e.g., region classification
and position integration). During the experiment, most subjects
perceive better viewing experience when the video sequence
is processed with region classification. As can be seen from
Fig. 11(a), the visual discomfort is declined with the region
classification operation. The reason might be that, by changing
the top subtitle to bottom subtitle, the AV conflict caused
by subtitle is reduced. Therefore, the visual discomfort is
declined. Fig. 11(b) shows the subjective results in cases
with & without position integration operation. During the
experiment, all the subjects agree that the viewing experience
is better when the video sequence is processed with posi-
tion integration. Because without position integration opera-
tion, the subtitle position of each video frame changes and
causes the subtitle jitter between video frames, which seriously
affects the subtitle reading. In summary, both components
of temporal coherence help to reduce visual discomfort of
3D subtitle.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an optimal region selection
algorithm for 3D video subtitle insertion by considering visual
discomfort. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt
for automatically inserting subtitles in 3D video sequence.
We first build the TJU3D Video database to test the degree
of visual discomfort of inserted subtitles. Then, subjective
experiments are conducted to explore the favorite degree of
subtitle region both in plane and depth. Next, a 3D subti-
tle insertion region selection algorithm is operated on each
frame for subtitle insertion. Finally, a region classification and
disparity value integration algorithm are applied to improve
the performance of video subtitle insertion. The effectiveness
of the proposed method on discomfort reduction is validated
via the comparison experiment between the proposed method
and basic 3D subtitle insertion method on IEEE-SA Stereo
database and TJU3D Video database. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed method greatly reduces the
visual discomfort compared with the basic method.
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